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Pavement degradation: a city-scale model for San Francisco
BINGYU ZHAO∗§, ELISABETE SILVA (PHD)†, KENICHI SOGA (FRENG, FICE)‡
Data from long-term systematic pavement condition surveys provide the opportunities to better understand the
pavement degradation process. To provide more accurate predictions on future pavement conditions, spatial
conditions are incorporated into degradation models of pavements in this paper. Long-term, city-scale pavement
condition data from the San Francisco open data portal are used to test and guide model development. Spatial
and non-spatial degradation models are developed and compared, with parameter estimations carried out using
the Bayesian approach. Specifically, the Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA) method is used
for the Bayesian regression. It was found that: (1) the non-spatial model including only coarse categories of
pavement types is too simple to provide a good fit to the data; (2) for models with fine categories (individual
street segments), the spatial model is more preferable than the non-spatial model due to its lower Deviance
Information Criterion (DIC) and slightly smaller fitting and testing errors; (3) only the spatial model can reveal
the spatial clustering of streets where high/low degradation rates concentrate.
(Manuscript submitted on March 6, 2018; Main text: 4,950 words; 12 figures; 4 tables.)
KEYWORDS: City-scale simulations and data analytics, Data analytics for infrastructure, Pavement
deterioration modelling, Spatial model, INLA Smart Infrastructure and Construction
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the recent advancements in pavement condition
monitoring and management, pavement condition data are
becoming available at increasingly large spatial scales and high
spatial resolutions (Benbow et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2014;
Zhao & Nagayama, 2017). This provides both opportunities
and challenges for pavement management: the opportunities are
to understand network-wide condition change and maintenance
needs at high spatio-temporal resolution. While the challenges
are to analyse large amounts of spatio-temporal data in
an efficient manner and identify meaningful and usable
quantifications for pavement maintenance management.
Spatial and spatio-temporal data are widely used in
geographic and urban-related studies, such as ecology,
meteorology, criminology, land use and transportation (Aljoufie
et al., 2013; Baller et al., 2001; Handcock & Wallis, 1994;
Lichstein et al., 2002; Silva & Clarke, 2005). In pavement
management, there are also works addressing various spatial
aspects and proposing methods for visualization, spatial
characters quantification, missing data imputation and decision
making (Chen et al., 2014; Saliminejad & Gharaibeh, 2012).
But direct applications of spatial and spatio-temporal modelling
for infrastructure management are still limited (Anyala et al.,
2014; Deshmukh, 2010; Ortiz-Garcı́a et al., 2006).
This paper incorporates both spatial and temporal dimen-
sions into pavement degradation modelling. It is organised as
the following: first the background is introduced about the
necessity of system-wide understanding from pavement asset
management perspective. Next, data from the case study area
are presented, together with descriptions of the data cleaning
procedures. In the methodology section, the fundamentals of
spatial models are reviewed and a multi-level spatial pavement
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degradation model is proposed. Also in this section, the Inte-
grated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA) is introduced,
which is adopted for parameter inference in this study due
to its computational efficiency (Rue et al., 2009). Two non-
spatial models and one spatial model with spatially corre-
lated degradation rates are designed to represent a variety
of pavement degradation modelling strategies. The results of
these three models are compared in terms of their fitting and
predicting abilities, the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC)
and the spatial representations. Although pavement condition is
modelled as degrading linearly with age, this can be modified in
the future to include higher order terms. The aim of this work
is to demonstrate the technique, as well as the providing pros
and cons of spatial pavement degradation models, which future
studies can benefit from when choosing between alternative
modelling strategies. The paper is concluded with discussions
about the values and limitations of this study, and plans for
future work.
BACKGROUND
Pavement asset managers have always been seeking methods
that help with the decisions of when and where to carry out
maintenance (Golabi et al., 1982; Ferreira et al., 2002; Wu
et al., 2008; Gao & Zhang, 2012; Zhang et al., 2012). In the
past, such decisions were largely hindered by the scarcity of
data: usually pavement performance models or insights were
based on data collected at a small scale, thus not representative
enough given the natural variability of pavement degradation
process (Johnson & Cation, 1992; Nunez & Shahin, 1986).
The situation improves recently as in many places, pavement
inspections are carried out more frequently system-wide
(McQueen & Timm, 2005; Haider et al., 2010; Sadeghi et al.,
2017). However, when it comes to maintenance planning, there
are still many difficulties in producing a reliable pavement
condition prediction model, especially with the strong presence
of measurement errors inherent to visual surveys and a lack
of knowledge on crucial degradation-affecting factors (e.g.,
construction quality, history of minor maintenance activities),
as encountered in this study.
As a result, to address the issue of ”imperfect data”,
additional structures in the data should be considered as
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useful information, which will hopefully bring about more
insights. There have been several studies incorporating the
underlying hierarchies of the pavement degradation process.
For example, a model is proposed by Anyala et al. (2014) to
assess the impact of climate change on pavement rutting. In
this hierarchical Bayesian model, Level 1 parameters govern
the degradation process of each surface group while at the same
time being constrained by Level 2 parameters (network-level).
This hierarchical structure is used to reduce the parameter
estimation uncertainties. In another study (Alaswadko et al.,
2019), roughness (IRI) was modelled in a linear hierarchical
manner, reflecting the structured variations of pavement IRI by
each section, highway and road classes. These existing studies
mainly rely on the known hierarchical structures of the street
network as additional information. While in this study, it is
shown that the similar hierarchical modelling approach can
be applied in a more general manner, taking advantage of the
natural spatial structures of the street network.
DATA
Pavement condition data used in this study are published by
the San Francisco Department of Public Work on DataSF
(data.sfgov.org) under the Open Data Commons Public Domain
Dedication and License (Open Data Commons, 2009). It
provides historical and current information on the Pavement
Condition Index (PCI) of more than 12,000 street segments in
the city (Figure 1). PCI is a numerical scale from 0-100 that
is used to represent the general condition of pavement, with 0
being badly deteriorated roads and 100 representing brand new
conditions. It was originated in the U.S. in the late 1970s and
is still widely used for pavement condition assessment (Shahin
et al., 1978; Shahin & Kohn, 1982).
Table 1 offers a glimpse of the dataset by showing the
records belonging to street segment ’CNN100000’ at different
times. The pavement condition data are collected by the SF
DPW using visual surveys and they have been used for asset
management, decision making as well as publicity purposes.
For example, they are used to demonstrate the pavement
condition changes on a yearly basis for each city and county
in the Bay Area (Vital Signs, 2017), to assess the outcome
of major infrastructure investments (SF Public Works, 2017)
and so on. As for pavement performance forecasting, the data
are most notably used in the calibration of the pavement
performance model in StreetSaver, a Pavement Management
Software (PMS) developed by the Bay Area MTC and used
by many local agencies in the west coast of the US. The
StreetSaver model utilizes a family of deterministic S-shaped
curves to predict pavement deterioration as a function of
time, with model parameters obtained from weighted least
square regression (Deshmukh, 2010). To further improve the
deterministic model in StreetSaver, Ramirez-Flores & Chang-
Albitres (2012) proposed a stochastic model that projects
pavement conditions as a probability distribution. However,
both of these two existing studies categorised the city-scale data
by pavement types and did not consider the possible spatial
correlations between individual pavement sections.
Although the earliest record date is in 1947, most record
dates are after 1992 (Figure 2(a)). Initial explorations of the
dataset also show that the PCI records before 1995 may not be
fully reliable, since for more than 70% of the street segments,
the PCI values from 1992 to 1994 are exactly the same (see an
example of such duplicates in Figure 2(b)). As a result, only
data collected in and after 1995 are used for further analysis.
Aging is a major factor that leads to the degradation of
pavement conditions (Paterson, 1987). In the San Francisco PCI
dataset, only curb-to-curb maintenance projects are recorded.
Based on these maintenance records, pavement ”age” since
last maintenance is calculated and used as an explanatory
variable in degradation models. As only maintenance records
can help to determine the ”age” of the pavements, PCI records
without clear previous maintenance dates are thus removed. A
scatter plot of pavement segments’ PCI versus age based on
the whole dataset at this stage is given by Figure 3. As there
are overlapping data points, all data points are made semi-
transparent. Thus, the darker the colour, the more points are
located at a position.
Next, some obvious outliers of the PCI records are filtered
out. Outliers are defined as survey records with an annual
change of PCI larger than 40 (Figure 4(a)). Besides, as only
curb-to-curb maintenance works are documented, it means that
small scale road works, such as patching or pothole filling,
are not reflected in the dataset. To mitigate the influence of
these missing maintenance records on inferring the degradation
rates, streets that show significant improvements (PCI larger
than 20 per year) without maintenance have their conditions
shifted back to their previous values (Figure 4(b)).This allows
the examination of the general degradation trend of a particular
road segment between major maintenance events. Survey
errors and the absence of some maintenance records are
two major limitations in the data. These are two pervasive
issues in pavement condition databases and need to be solved,
e.g., through automated pavement condition surveys or better
documentation of road works, for better degradation analysis
and pavement asset management.
Traffic, material, climate and construction quality also play
important roles in the pavement degradation process (Ferreira
et al., 2011; Morosiuk et al., 2004). However, not all of these
data are well documented or easily accessible. In this study,
only the pavement material types and road functional classes
are available. Table 2 summarises the number of street segments
in each material and functional class category. It can be seen
that the majority of streets are asphalt concrete overlaid on top
of Portland cement concrete. These categorical characters will
be taken into account in the subsequent degradation modelling.
After the above basic data cleaning and processing, 8218
street segments and 49542 PCI records remain in the dataset.
This equals to about 5 observations per street segment during
the study period from 1995 to 2017 (Figure 5). Figure 6 shows
the PCI value against pavement age of the cleaned dataset,
grouped by pavement category. As in Table 2, the majority
of the pavements have the surface type ”C” (asphalt concrete
overlaid on top of Portland cement concrete), while few
segments have the surface type ”O” (asphalt concrete overlaid
on top of asphalt concrete). Also from Figure 6, it can be seen
that there is a significant variability in pavement degradation
trends even for streets belonging to the same category. Simple
degradation models based on pavement categories are unlikely
to work well in producing accurate predictions on pavement
conditions.
The nearly 50,000 pavement condition records from the
cleaned dataset are randomly split into a training set and a
testing set. The training set consists of 39635 records, or
roughly 80% of the whole set. The testing set contains the rest
of the 9907 records. In the further analysis, the training set
will be used to obtain model coefficients and to evaluate how
well the models do in fitting a specific large dataset; while the
testing set will be used to check the generality, i.e., how well
the models perform when tested on data unseen.
METHODOLOGY
With pavement age (continuous), surface type (categorical)
and street functional class (categorical) as the explanatory
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Table 1. Pavement condition records of a street segment










100000 01ST ST Market St Stevenson St Arterial C 100 05/09/2001
12:00:00 AM
Treatment
100000 01ST ST Market St Stevenson St Arterial C 100 11/19/2002
12:00:00 AM
Survey
100000 01ST ST Market St Stevenson St Arterial C 100 11/16/2005
04:50:06 PM
Survey
100000 01ST ST Market St Stevenson St Arterial C 100 07/26/2007
04:21:27 PM
Survey
100000 01ST ST Market St Stevenson St Arterial C 93 08/10/2009
03:43:09 PM
Survey
100000 01ST ST Market St Stevenson St Arterial C 73 12/23/2010
01:37:36 PM
Survey
100000 01ST ST Market St Stevenson St Arterial C 56 01/08/2013
03:18:02 PM
Survey
100000 01ST ST Market St Stevenson St Arterial C 61 11/25/2014
02:17:39 AM
Survey
Fig. 1. Street network in San Francisco, colored by surface type and functional class categories.
Fig. 2. PCI records. (a) A histogram of the observation dates; (b) An example of duplicated PCI values in 1992-1994.
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Fig. 3. A scatter plot of pavement section’s PCI versus age.
Fig. 4. Data cleaning examples. (a) Removing outliers; (b) Handling potential missing maintenance records.
Table 2. Pavement categories and numbers of street segments in each category.
Street segment counts
(in brackets: abbreviations of category types)
Arterial (A) Collector (C) Residential/Local
(R)
Portland cement concrete (P) 99 (PA) 82 (PC) 1192 (PR)
Asphalt concrete overlaied on asphlat concrete (O) 8 (OA) NA 40 (OR)
Asphlat concrete overlaid on Portland cement
concrete (C)
13817 (CA) 3780 (CC) 30524 (CR)
variables, a simple and straightforward way to model pavement
degradation is: divide all observations in the training data set
into categories based on their surface types and functional
classes, then build a regression model for pavement age and
condition for each category. However, as there are only 8
surface type and functional class combinations (Table 2), the
categorisation used in this simple model may not be sufficient
to represent the diverse pavement characteristics in reality. It
is also possible to test the other extreme by considering each
street itself as a category and grouping the observed data by
street IDs. This allows the individual characters of each street
(e.g., climate, geology, construction quality, traffic load, etc.)
to be fully captured and represented. However, the numbers
of parameters involved in this model will also be large and
may lead to overfitting. A third alternative is to choose a
medium cluster size, smaller than a street type/functional class
category, but larger than an individual street. Spatial modelling
offers this capability by incorporating dependencies between
neighbouring spatial units and is chosen as the third modelling
strategy in this paper.
The Spatial Model
Spatial model allows smoothly varying coefficients across
the entire study area. A simple way to incorporate spatial
relationships in a model is to include the longitude and
latitude coordinates as model predictors and fit a trend
surface. However, such models can only capture global trends
if not using high order terms (Lichstein et al., 2002). To
represent localised interactions, model structures such as the
Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR), Simutaneous
Autoregression (SAR) and Conditional Autoregression (CAR)
are more suitable. These model structures consider spatial
dependencies between neighbours by imposing constraints on
the values (or residuals) of neighbouring sites (Dormann et al.,
2007). Readers can refer to Jahanbakhsh et al. (2016) for a
SAR model that predict pavement conditions with spatial and
temporal lags. This study is designed to model street-specific
degradation rates as the average of neighbouring rates, so
an intrinsic conditional autoregressive (iCAR) ’Besag’ model
becomes a natural choice (Besag et al., 1991; Blangiardo et al.,
2013; Lavine & Hodges, 2012).
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Fig. 5. Numbers of observations per street segment. (a) A spatial view: the darker the street, the more observations available; (b) The
histogram.
Fig. 6. PCI versus pavement age, grouped by pavement category. Refer to Table 2 for meanings of abbreviations.
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Pavement degradation with spatial effects can be formulated
as the following multi-level model (Blangiardo & Cameletti,






where yik is the k-th observed PCI at street i, given that
most of the street segments have more than one record in
the past 20 years (Figure 5). yik is assumed to follow a
normal distribution with mean ηik and precision τg (inverse of
variance). The distribution equation states that the observed PCI
centres around an unobservable mean ηik, plus some random
deviations determined by the precision parameter τg . In the
second step, ηik is modelled by a linear combination of the
explanatory variables:


















xik is the explanatory variable (age) corresponding to
observation yik. α and β are the global average intercept and
age effect shared by all streets. ξi is the street specific variation
in intercept, which itself is a random variable following a
zero-mean normal distribution (Equation (3)). β + vi + ui is
the total street specific age effect for street i, where vi is the
spatially structured individual deviation from the mean and ui
is the unstructured part. A Besag specification is adopted for
modelling vi (Besag et al., 1991; Blangiardo et al., 2013): as
shown in Equation (5), vi is a Gaussian random variable whose
mean equals to the average of neighbouring sites’ values vj
(j ∼ i means i, j are neighbours) and whose precision τv is to
be estimated from the data. ni is the numbers of neighbours that
street i has. Since vi is only related to its neighbours, vi and vl
are conditionally independent if i and l are not neighbours (the
Markov property). So v = {v1, v2, ...} is said to be a Gaussian
Markov Random Field (GMRF).
In the third step of the multi-level model, prior distributions
are assigned to model parameters. Details on prior distributions
will be given in the modelling section. A graphical model for
the three-level spatial model is given in Figure 7(d).
Bayesian Regression using R-INLA
For multi-level models such as the one presented above, various
techniques are available for parameter inference, including
the maximum likelihood estimation, the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method and so on (Croissant et al., 2008;
Gelman & Hill, 2006). Rue et al. (2009) has demonstrated
that a direct approximation based Bayesian approach, called
the Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA), to be
fast and sufficiently accurate for parameter inferences of spatial
hierarchical models. In the preliminary stage of this study,
the MCMC approach also showed promising and comparable
results. Since the scope of this paper is to compare spatial and
non-spatial model structures rather than the various inference
methods, only INLA, the most flexible approach according the
authors’ experience, is adopted.
Continuing with the notation definitions in Equation (1)-
(5), the task of regression is to estimate model parameters
θ = {α, β,ξ,v,u} and hyperparameters ψ = {τg, τxi, τu, τv}
from the data. Based on the Bayes’ theorem and conditional
probability, the joint posterior distribution π(θ,ψ|y) is given by:
π(θ,ψ|y) ∝ π(y|θ,ψ)π(θ|ψ)π(ψ) (6)
From Equation (6), marginal posteriors of a parameter, p(θw|y),








INLA does the above integrations through approximating
the integrands with known distributions. Based on Tierney &









where π̃G(θ|ψ,y) is the Gaussian approximation of π(θ|ψ,y)
near its mode θ∗(ψ). The formula is equivalent to the Laplace
approximation of marginal posterior density in Tierney &
Kadane (1986). Similarly, the other integrand in Equation (7)









Substituting the integrands in Equations (7) and (8) with
Equations (9) and (10), the marginal posterior distributions
become integrations at a much lower dimension, which can
then be solved numerically. In this study, the R package
’INLA’ (www.r-inla.org) is used for the Bayesian INLA
regression. Apart from the methodological references by Rue &
Martino (2007) and Rue et al. (2009), information about INLA
applications can also be found in Blangiardo et al. (2013) and
Schrödle & Held (2011).
MODELS
As discussed in the methodology section, three pavement
degradation models are designed to represent an array of
modelling strategies:
• NSP-1: a non-spatial model with data divided into coarse
categories based on pavement surface type and street
functional class;
• NSP-2: a non-spatial model with data divided into fine
categories based on street ID;
• SP: a spatial model with fine categories (i.e., fine spatial
units based on street ID).
The mathematical forms for these models are given in Table
3. Directed acyclic graphic (DAG) models showing variable
relationships are provided in Figure 7. For the purpose of
clarity, the DAG models in Figure 7 are based on a simplified
network which consists of only four road segments in two
pavement categories (Figure 7(a)), as opposed to the 8218
segments and eight pavement categories (Table 2) in the real
dataset. Nontheless, the simplified network and DAG models in
Figure 7 are sufficient to illustrate the structures and differences
of the three models.
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Table 3. Models
No. Features Model Definitions
NSP-1 Global level; regression
by category
yIk = αI + βIxIk I: index for road type and functional class category
yIk: k-th observation in category I
xIk: corresponding pavement age for yIk
αI and βI : regression parameters for category I
NSP-2 Street level; Spatially-
unstructured intercepts
and age effects
yik = α+ ξi + (β + ui)xik
ξi ∼ N(0, τ−1ξ )
ui ∼ N(0, τ−1u )
i: index for road segment
yik: k-th observation for road i
xik: corresponding pavement age for yik
α and β: global average intercept and age effect
ξi: street-level intercept deviation from α
ui: street-level age effect deviation from β
τξ: precision for the iid variable ξ
τu: precision for the iid variable u




yik = α+ ξi + (β + ui +
vi)xik
ξi ∼ N(0, τ−1ξ )
ui ∼ N(0, τ−1u )








i, yik, xik, α, β, ξi, τξ , τu: same as in NSP-2
ui: the spatially-unstructured street-level age
effect deviation from β
vi: the spatially-structured street-level age effect
deviation from β
i ∼ j: i and j are neighbours
τv : the precision related parameter for spatially-
structured random variable v
NSP-1
NSP-1 is a simple model where pavement condition
observations are divided into categories first based on the
surface materials and street functional classes, as shown in
Figure 6. Separately in each category, the condition degradation
is modelled with a non-spatial linear form, where age is the
main explanatory variable. Visually, this is equivalent to fit a
linear trend to data in each cell in Figure 6. Although more
complex model forms can be used, such as the non-linear trend
used by the California Metropolitan Transport Commission
(MTC) (Deshmukh, 2010), a linear form is a good starting point
for showing the overall trend and comparing with model NSP-2
and SP, which are also linear in nature.
This model is represented by the DAG in Figure 7(b).
yA1 and yA2 are PCI observations of pavements belonging to
category A. xA1 and xA2 are corresponding pavement ages (the
explanatory variable). αA and βA are the intercept and age
effect for pavements belonging to category A. For the linear
model specified by NSP-1, ηA1, the unobserved mean of yA1,
is calculated as the linear combination of all the incoming
nodes: αA + βA ∗ xA1 and ηA2 = αA + βA ∗ xA2. αA and βA
contribute to all data in category A. The same applies to data in
category B, except that they use a separate set of parameters,
αB and βB . As a result, data and variables for category A
and category B are put into separate boxes and no link exists
between them.
NSP-2
As each street segment may have its own characteristics, model
NSP-2 refines the categories in NSP-1 by treating each street
as a category itself, e.g., a separate box for each road segment
as shown in Figure 7(c). A linear trend is fitted for each street
segment. α and β are the global average intercept and age
coefficient and these two variables are shared by data in all
categories (not shown but contributing to all ηijs in Figure
7(c)). Besides, for each street segment i, ξi and ui are individual
street’s deviations in intercept and age effect from the global
mean. Both ξi and ui are assumed to be independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) variables (normally distributed, to
be specific) and they only contribute to ηij within the same box
in Figure 7(c).
The differences between model NSP-1 and NSP-2 not only
lie in the numbers of the categories. Furthermore, the intercepts
and age effects in model NSP-1 are allowed to vary without
constraints, while these parameters in NSP-2 have to satisfy
global normal distribution constraints, controlled by precision
variables τu and τξ . This is because, as the categories become
finer, fewer data points exist for each category and regression
coefficients will be significantly affected by errors in the data
points. To prevent unrealistically large or small intercepts and
age effects from being obtained, global constraints are thus
imposed to limit their variation ranges. It will be shown in the
coming section that the spatial model addresses the same issue,
but with a spatially-correlated parameter.
SP
As there are more than 8,000 street segments in the cleaned
dataset, model NSP-2 also includes thousands of parameters.
However, most of the additional parameters (ξi and ui) are
random effects that serve to improve the model fit without
revealing specific reasons or patterns. In comparison, model
SP partitions the street level age effect into two parts: the
spatially-structured vi and spatially-unstructured ui. This is
shown graphically in Figure 7(d), where ηij , now having six
parent nodes (α and β not shown for clarity of the Figure), is
calculated as α+ ξi + (β + ui + vi) ∗ xij .
The spatially-structured vi varies smoothly across the space
and makes clusters of road segments based on their degradation
rates. Specifically, vi is assumed to follow the ’Besag’
specification (Equation (5)), with mean value equals to the
average of the spatial components of its neighbours. This is the
unique feature and an advantage of the spatial model, which is
to ”borrow information/strength from neighbours”. Neighbours
are defined as adjacent road segments. The more neighbours
street segment i has, the smaller the variance of vi. Similar
to NSP-2, the spatially-unstructured random effects in SP (ξi
and ui) are also subjected to the global distribution constraints.
The spatially-structured vi, on the contrary, can be viewed as
localised constraints on the parameter values.
RESULTS
Parameter estimations for the degradation models are carried
out in software R 3.4.1 (R Core Team, 2017). Priors are
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Fig. 7. Graphical models of road degradation. Symbols are
consistent with definitions in Equation (1)-(5) and Table 3. For
clarity, random noises are not shown in the graphical models.
Global level variables (α, β in model NSP-2 and SP, as well as the
hyperparameters) are not shown, either. (a) An example network
made of 4 road segments and 2 road type categories; (b) NSP-1:
coarse categorisation based on road type category; (c): NSP-2: fine
categorisation based on individual roads; (4) SP: spatial models
with correlated parameters between neighbouring road segments.
specified as the following: for α, the PCI of newly constructed
pavement, its physical meaning limits its value to be close to
100. A normal prior with large variance N(0, 0.0001−1) is
adopted for α. With sufficient data, it is expected that the prior
is only weakly-informative, and the posterior distribution will
be much narrower than the prior. The same rationale applies to
β, the PCI degradation rate, whose actual value is estimated to
be a small negative number around -5 to 0, and N(0, 0.0001−1)
is again chosen as the prior. The hyperparameters τξ , τu,
τv and τg are ”precision” parameters that are mathematically
constrained to be positive. So the Gamma distribution with
large variance, Gamma(1, 0.0005), is used as their priors.
The Gamma distribution is parameterised with the shape and
rate parameters, while the normal distribution is parameterised
with mean and variance (inverse of precision), same as the
parameterization used in the Model section.
Resulting street-level age-zero condition and degradation
rate under the above specified priors are shown in Figure
8 as maps. Moreover, Table 4 provides detailed numerical
summaries of the results, including (1) values or distributional
characters of the regression coefficients α, β, xi, u and v; (2) the
root-mean-square errors (RMSE) on the training and the testing
datasets; and (3) the Deviance Information Criteria (DIC) for
comparing Bayesian models (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002), which
will be explained in detail later in this section.
Prior specifications in INLA may have significant impacts
on regression results. Also, priors affect model complexity:
the wider the prior is, the more complex (and undesirable) the
model becomes. To test whether the results and conclusions still
hold under different priors, a sensitivity analysis is carried out
and presented at the end of this section.
NSP-1
In NSP-1, regression coefficients (α and β) are obtained based
on street type category and the resulting degradation trends are
plotted alongside the data in Figure 9. Residential roads (type
”*R”, the rightmost column in Figure 9) are found to have
the lowest degradation rates across all surface types, probably
due to the less heavy traffic they carry. Streets with asphalt
overlaid surface (type ”OA” and ”OR”, Figure 9(d) and (f))
have the most extreme degradation rates: the yearly PCI change
for ”OA” roads is as fast as -4.69; while for ”OR” roads, it is
as slow as -0.43. This may be the consequence of the small
numbers of observations for these two types of roads in the
dataset.
Additionally, NSP-1 results are presented in different forms
as in Figure 8(a), (d), Table 4 (under column NSP-1) and
Figure 10(a), (b) (leftmost clusters). They will be compared and
discussed with the other two models.
NSP-2
Model NSP-2 fits a linear trend for each street segment. Results
suggest that on average the initial PCI condition is 91.62 and
drops by 1.83 every year after. The street-level initial conditions
and degradation rates are shown as maps in Figure 8(b) and (e).
Additionally, Figure 10 is provided for more visual and
detailed comparison of the results. In this figure, each point
stands for the regression coefficient for a group or a street
segment. The points are clustered and coloured based on
street types. Black horizontal bars mark the locations of the
10th, 20th, ..., 90th percentiles for each group. Comparing
NSP-2 results with those from NSP-1, it can be seen that
the regression coefficients are scattered even within the same
street category. For example, in NSP-2, the 30th percentile
street-level degradation rates of Portland cement concrete,
residential streets (type ”PR”) is -1.33, while the 70th percentile
degradation rate of the same type of street is -1.80, almost
35% faster. Simple group-level results as in NSP-1 cannot
adequately capture the individual variations in degradation
trends.
SP
Model SP is a spatial extension of NSP-2 that partitions the
street-specific degradation rate into two parts: the spatially
structured vi and the spatially unstructured ui. Maps showing
the resulting street-level coefficients from model SP are
given by Figure 8(c) and (f). The resulting street-level initial
condition map is similar to that of NSP-2, possibly because the
intercepts are treated as spatially-unstructured in both models.
However, maps of the degradation rates are considerably
different: in NSP-2, degradation rates are estimated largely
based on individual road segments. In comparison, in SP the
regressions are coordinated between several street segments
within the defined neighbourhood. The degradation rate map
from model NSP-2 does not exhibit any special structure or
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Fig. 8. Map view of regression coefficient results. (a) NSP-1: α; (b) NSP-2: α+ ξi; (c) SP: α+ ξi; (d) NSP-1: β; (e) NSP-2: β + ui; (f) SP:
β + ui + vi
Table 4. Results
NSP-1 NSP-2 SP
Intercept CA: 96.10 CC: 94.11 CR: 87.94
PA: 96.65 PC: 95.85 PR:96.10
OA: 92.29 OR: 86.19
global mean α: 91.62
individual deviation ξi:{ 1st Quantile: -2.15
Median: 1.79
3rd Quantile: 3.88




Age effect CA: -2.16 CC: -2.00 CR: -1.41
PA: -1.48 PC: -1.72 PR: -1.30
OA: -4.69 OR: -0.43
global mean β: -1.83
individual deviation ui:{ 1st Quantile: -0.08
Median: 0
3rd Quantile: 0.08
} global mean β: -1.86individual deviation:








Train RMSE1 12.49 8.56 8.48
Test RMSE 12.42 10.33 10.26
DIC2 312633.89 298193.93 297258.12
1RMSE: root-mean-square error
2DIC: Deviance Information Criterion
pattern (Figure 8(e)), while for model SP, it shows regions of
high (in red) and low degradation rates (in blue) (Figure 8(f)).
This spatial pattern can be further studied to reveal underlying
causes of the differences in degradation rates.
To compare the spread/distributional characters of the
regression results from model NSP-2 and SP, Figure 10 is
again used. In Figure 10(a), the variations of the intercepts are
similar based on model NSP-2 and SP. In Figure 10(b), the
resulting degradation rates from model SP are further divided
into two parts: ”SP-nonspatial” only shows the non-spatial
components (i.e., β + ui), while ”SP-spatial only” shows the
spatial components (i.e., β + vi). The variation range of vi is
significantly larger than ui. In other words, a large part of the
individual variations in degradation rates are explained by the
spatially-structured component.
Model Comparison Using RMSE and DIC
The last three rows in Table 4 give metrics for model compari-
son. Among them, the root-mean-square-errors (RMSE) of the
training and testing datasets are used to compare the fitting and
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Fig. 9. Regression results from model NSP-1. See Table 2 for meanings of abbreviations
Fig. 10. Resulting intercepts and age effects from different models. See Table 2 for meanings of abbreviations: (a) intercepts; (b) age effects.
predicting abilities of the models. NSP-1, due to its oversimpli-
fied structure, has the worst fitting/predicting performance. In
fact, it underfits the data, as the testing RMSE (12.42) is about
the same as the training RMSE (12.49). NSP-2 performs better
than NSP-1, with training RMSE (8.56) and testing RMSE
(10.33) both being smaller. The RMSE on the testing dataset is
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slightly higher than the training RMSE, but not large enough
to be considered as overfitting. Model SP has the smallest
training RMSE (8.48) and testing RMSE (10.26) among all
three models. Compared with NSP-2, the improvements in
fitting and predicting accuracy are not a significant advantage
of model SP. The most important strength of model SP is that
it has identified regions of high degradation rates. In fact, the
spatial component is rather dominant in the total variability of
degradation rates based on model SP (10(b)). If the pavement
degradation rates do not possess spatial features, results would
be expected that the values of the spatial component vi being
closer to zero for all roads. In other words, as the data size for
individual pavement is small, estimating its degradation rate is
greatly affected by outliers (measurement errors). Model NSP-
2 addresses this through identical and independent prior con-
straints on the parameters, while model SP introduces spatially
correlated parameters. The spatial component is found to be
dominant, also proving that the spatially correlated constraints
is a reasonable problem-specific adaptation of the independent
constraints.
Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) is another metric to
compare Bayesian models. It is calculated by using either of
the formula below (Spiegelhalter et al., 2014):
DIC = D(θ) + 2pD (11)
DIC = D + pD (12)
where D (deviance) is a goodness-of-fit statistics equalling
to −2log(likelihood). Smaller deviance indicates a better
fit to the data. D(θ) is the deviance at posterior means
(a classical point-wise measure of model fit) and D is the
posterior mean deviance (a Bayesian measure of model fit).
pD = D −D(θ) is the effective number of parameters and
reflects the complexity/degree of ”overfitting” of the posterior
distributions. pD is included in DIC to penalise complex
models. DIC combines the goodness-of-fit measure (D) and the
effective number of parameters (pD), thus reflecting both model
fit and complexity. Smaller DIC is better as it indicates a more
desirable balance of fit and complexity. The absolute value of
DIC is not meaningful and models are compared based on their
differences in DIC. From Table 4, SP has the smallest DIC and
is the preferred choice among the three models.
Prior Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity of Bayesian results on the choice of priors
have been discussed in many previous studies (Gelman, 2006;
Andrade & Teixeira, 2015). For multi-level or other complex
models, even the flat, uninformative uniform priors can become
restrictive and informative on transformed parameters. Thus it
is important to test a diverse range of prior distributions and to
see whether the same conclusion can be reached under different
priors. In this study, priors are specified for the following
parameters: the global intercept α, the global age effect β, the
global precision τg , and precisions for street level coefficients
τξ , τu and τv . As α, β and τg are global variables, there
are sufficient amounts of data to lead to accurate posterior
estimations (Gelman, 2006). So only τξ , τu and τv (in model
NSP-2 and SP) are included in the sensitivity analysis.
Table 5 lists the prior combinations used in the sensitivity
analysis. Gamma distribution is the usual choice of prior
for precision parameters. Four Gamma priors with different
distributional characters (labeled A, B, C and D) are tested
first. It is possible to use other probability distributions as
priors. However, as some streets only have 2 ∼ 3 condition
observations in the study period, uniform prior becomes
too uninformative that the INLA process fails to complete
(Ferkingstad & Rue, 2015). As a substitute, normal priors with
large variances (labeled E, F and G) are tested instead.
Figure 11 shows the resulting posterior distributions of
τξ , τu and τv under different prior specifications. Except for
τu in model SP (Figure 11(c)), the posteriors do not differ
much under different priors. For τu in model SP, although its
mean and variance are sensitive to the prior specifications, its
magnitude is almost always larger than τv , implying that the
spatial effect v still has larger variance (1/τv), thus explaining
the majority of the individual deviations in degradation rates.
Figure 12 as well as the last two columns in Table 5 shows
the DIC values for model NSP-2 and SP under different priors.
Among the 7 prior choices, the DIC of the spatial model SP
is almost always smaller than the non-spatial model NSP-
2, indicating the better performance of the spatial model in
general.
DISCUSSIONS
Limitations of the Study
A weakness in this study, as shown in the ”Results” section, is
that for all the three models presented, their training and testing
errors are around 10 PCI. This is possibly below the accuracy
requirement for asset management. A limitation in the study is
that degradations are only modelled linearly with age. Linear
models are adopted because they show the key trends more
directly than other complex models. But the downside is that
the model fit would be compromised. The PCI data used in this
study are collected from visual surveys with large variabilities
(Tan & Cheng, 2014). The large RMSEs in all three models are
likely due to that their simple forms cannot fit the variability (or
errors) in the measurement. Nevertheless, the models are still
sufficient to demonstrate the advantages of the spatial model.
Advantages of the Spatial Model
For this case study of modelling pavement degradation in
San Francisco, the spatial model only wins by a slender lead
in terms of accuracy. But the real advantages of the spatial
model are within the analysis: first of all, it is able to estimate
the degradation parameters for road sections with missing
or erroneous observations by borrowing information from
adjacent sections, while the richness in the spatial information
is lost in non-spatial models. Moreover, it can visually illustrate
regions where pavements degrade faster than average. These
regions do not necessarily have the worst pavement condition,
but they may need maintenance more often in the long
term. Local engineers can be consulted, or site investigations
conducted, as for the underlying causes. The latter makes
spatial models particularly useful in the real practice, as it can
assist asset managers to narrow down their attention to a smaller
region.
Network-wide Understanding and Smart Infrastructure
Management
The spatial pavement degradation model proposed in this study
is closely related to the recent advances in the field of Smart
Infrastructure and Management. The spatial modelling is built
upon two decades of continuous records of city-scale pavement
condition data. Such input data are premised on advanced
sensing and digital data inventory technologies for pavement
infrastructures. On the other hand, the spatial pavement
degradation model is also an example of how interdisciplinary
data analysis techniques can contribute to the management of
smart infrastructures. As a basis, it addresses the imperfections
(measurement errors and missing predictors) in pavement
condition data and identifies critical regions where pavements
tend to age faster. Such results can promote local engineers
to conduct more informed inspections/site investigations,
eventually making more effective asset management decisions.
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Table 5. Prior combinations in the sensitivity analysis
Label τξ , τu and τv DIC of model NSP-2 DIC of model SP
A Gamma(1, 0.0005) 298193.9 297258.1
B Gamma(0.1, 0.1) 297831.0 297384.3
C Gamma(0.01, 0.01) 297890.1 297726.3
D Gamma(0.001, 0.001) 298159.3 297474.0
E Inverse truncated normal, equivalent to
the standard deviation σ = 1/sqrt(τ) ∼
Normal(0, 0.01)
297972.8 297836.7
F Inverse truncated normal, equivalent to
the standard deviation σ = 1/sqrt(τ) ∼
Normal(0, 0.0001)
297850.2 298587.7
G Inverse truncated normal, equivalent to
the standard deviation σ = 1/sqrt(τ) ∼
Normal(10, 0.0001)
298500.9 297288.5
Note: as above, N(a, b) is normal distribution parameterized by mean a and precision b.
Gamma(c, d) is Gamma distribution parameterized by shape c and rate d
Fig. 11. Posterior distributions under different priors. (a) τξ of model NSP-2; (b) τu of model NSP-2; (c) τξ of model SP; (d) τu of model
SP; (e) τv of model SP.
FUTURE WORK
In the future work, more sophisticated spatio-temporal models
will be experimented on the pavement degradation dataset.
Specifically, convolutional-LSTM has shown promising perfor-
mance in modeling spatio-temporal events, such as precipita-
tion nowcasting and taxi demand forecasting (Xingjian et al.,
2015; Yao et al., 2018). These experiments will be carried out
to test their abilities in reducing the modelling errors.
Also, the model evaluation metrics used in this current
study (RMSE and DIC) do not fully reflect the need in the
real pavement management practice. Other metrics, such as
asymmetric loss functions to account for over-predicting and
under-predicting, will be incorporated.
The application of spatial model will be further illustrated
with similar case studies. Acknowledging that pavement
degradation is a spatial process, future case studies will explore
whether focusing and investing in critical pavement sections
identified by spatial models will achieve cost benefits and serve
to improve future pavement conditions in the long run.
Furthermore, the current study on degradation modelling
will be extended into asset management and decision making.
This will be done through a series of simulation experiments
that links pavement degradation with a city-scale traffic model,
in order to study the feedback effect of different maintenance
strategies.
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Fig. 12. Resulting DIC of model NSP-2 and SP under different priors.
SUMMARY
This paper incorporates the concept of spatial dependency
to the analysis of the ageing of pavements. A spatial model
is proposed where the pavement degradation rate of a street
segment is determined by its degradation history as well as
the degradation history of its neighbouring segments. Two
non-spatial models are also included for comparison. The
approximation based, efficient Bayesian INLA method is used
for parameter inference. Built upon more than two decades
of pavement condition survey data collected from the San
Francisco road network, it is found that the spatial model is
more preferred than the non-spatial models from a Bayesian
model selection perspective. The most important advantage of
the spatial model is to revealThe spatial model also has the
advantage of revealing regions where streets with high or low
degradation rates cluster. However, it is still necessary for the
spatial modelling methodology to be tested on a wider variety
of datasets, scenarios, as well as to reduce the modelling errors
by incorporating more features or non-linear effectsdatasets
and model forms. The spatial models can contribute to the
improvements of degradation modelling by extracting out the
spatially correlated effects, which is likely to be caused by
spatially correlated factors such as microclimate, traffic and
material continuitypredictions or yield more information in
more application cases. The improved pavement degradation
model can then be utilised to organise targeted inspections, to
investigate the underlying causes of degradation in vulnerable
regions, to evaluate the system-level environmental costs and to
benefit asset management activities by supporting system-level
maintenance planning.
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Fig 1. Street network in San Francisco, colored by surface type
and functional class categories.
Fig 2. PCI records. (a) A histogram of the observation dates;
(b) An example of duplicated PCI values in 1992-1994.
Fig 3. A scatter plot of pavement section’s PCI versus age.
Fig 4. Data cleaning examples. (a) Removing outliers; (b)
Handling potential missing maintenance records.
Fig 5. Numbers of observations per street segment. (a) A spatial
view: the darker the street, the more observations available; (b)
The histogram.
Fig 6. PCI versus pavement age, grouped by pavement
category. Refer to Table 1 for meanings of abbreviations.
Fig 7. Graphical models of road degradation. Symbols are
consistent with definitions in Equation (1)-(5) and Table 2. For
clarity, random noises are not shown in the graphical models.
Global level variables (α, β in model NSP-2 and SP, as well
as the hyperparameters) are not shown, either. (a) An example
network made of 4 road segments and 2 road type categories;
(b) NSP-1: coarse categorisation based on road type category;
(c): NSP-2: fine categorisation based on individual roads;
(4) SP: spatial models with correlated parameters between
neighbouring road segments.
Fig 8. Map view of regression coefficient results. (a) NSP-1:
α; (b) NSP-2: α+ ξi; (c) SP: α+ ξi; (d) NSP-1: β; (e) NSP-2:
β + ui; (f) SP: β + ui + vi.
Fig 9. Regression results from model NSP-1. See Table 1 for
meanings of abbreviations.
Fig 10. Resulting intercepts and age effects from different
models. See Table 2 for meanings of abbreviations: (a)
intercepts; (b) age effects.
Fig 11. Posterior distributions under different priors. (a) τξ of
model NSP-2; (b) τu of model NSP-2; (c) τξ of model SP; (d)
τu of model SP; (e) τv of model SP.
Fig 12. Resulting DIC of model NSP-2 and SP under different
priors.




Table 4. Prior Combinations in the Sensitivity Analysis.
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